Art

(Visual Arts)

The Most Comprehensive
Suite of Resources for the
Study of Art

The Unmatched Resource
for Art Research
Developed from a merger of high-quality databases from EBSCO and
H.W. Wilson, and including many unique sources that were never
previously available, this database covers a broad range of related
subjects from fine art to decorative and commercial art.

• Over 750 full-text journals
and more than 220
full-text books

• Detailed indexing and
abstracts for many leading academic journals,
magazines and trade
publications

• Art reproduction records

• Podcasts from leading
museums on artists and
individual works of art

• An Image Collection of
over 63,000 images
provided by Picture Desk
and other sources

• Coverage dating back
to 1928

Available via

Other Art Resources Available from EBSCO

Art & Architecture Complete™
Art Full Text™
Art Abstracts™
Art Index™
Art Index Retrospective™
Art Museum Image Gallery Special Collection™
Frick Art Reference Library Periodicals Index

• Strong international coverage, including periodicals published in French,
Italian, German, Spanish
and Dutch
A perfect complement to
Academic Search™ Complete
with over 630 additional
full-text journals

Enhance Your
Library’s Collection of
Art Resources with Titles
from EBSCO eBooks
EBSCO eBooks offers thousands of high-quality titles from many of the top Art publishers
to complement any library’s digital collection. Users can discover e-book titles alongside databases and other digital content, all
in one easy and powerful search experience.

Notable titles from key industry publishers include:

EBSCO’s new art e-book featured collections provide cutting-edge content on the
visual and audio arts with a wide range
of packaged titles that cover architecture
and interior design, fashion design, digital
media, audio production, fine art, graphic
design and photography.
(Perseus Books)

The diverse range of titles, published by
academic and university presses as well as
popular arts and media publishers, are sure
to support the unique research and educational needs of students and faculty.

(Cambridge Scholars
Publishing)

(Course Technology PTR)

(Taylor & Francis Ltd.)

Key publishers include John Wiley & Sons,
Taylor & Francis, F&W Media, MIT Press,
American Ceramic Society, Elsevier, AVA
Publishing, and Oxford University Press.
Browse individual titles for purchase
through EBSCOhost Collection Manager,
GOBI³, and OASIS, or choose titles from
EBSCO’s expert-crafted Subscription Collections, Featured Collections, and Subject Sets.

(Yale University Press)

(Parkstone International)

(Taylor & Francis Ltd.)

(Penguin Random House)

Learn more at www.ebscohost.com/ebooks

EBSCO Discovery Service™ (EDS) for a
Complete Art Research Experience
In addition to providing access to your library’s art resources (databases,
eBooks, e-journals, and more) through a single search box, EDS remains
the leading discovery service for art research as it offers highly-refined and
robust indexing for top art resources. No other discovery service offers the
breadth and depth of coverage that EDS provides.

Learn more at www.ebscohost.com/discovery/content/eds-art
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